The following examples represent “the best” submissions as reviewed by the STFM Program Committee. STFM has received permission from the authors/presenters of these submissions to share their good work with you. Please feel free to use these examples as reference for developing your “best” conference submission.

**Submission examples are included for the following categories:**

- Pre-conference Workshop
- Workshop
- Seminar
- Panel Discussion
- Lecture-Discussion
- Completed Project
- Complete Project Poster
- Developing Project Poster
- Scholarly Topic Roundtable Discussion

---

**PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP**

**Submission Title:**
Health Systems Finances: How the Money Flows and How to Make Business-Based Appeals That Resonate with Health System Leaders

**Submission Abstract:**
Seventy percent of physicians are now employed by hospitals or corporations. Health care systems based on primary care have better quality of care, better population health, greater equity, and lower cost. There is a national trend toward maximizing clinical productivity of faculty, which reduces the amount of time available teach and to meet administrative responsibilities and accreditation requirements. This may reduce the ability to train needed new family physicians. It is critical that family medicine educators understand the drivers of health system decisions in order to effectively partner with health system leaders to advance excellence in family medicine education and practice. This interactive workshop will provide participants an inside look at how health systems financing, structure, and culture impacts decisions made at the health system level that impact primary care models, family medicine scope of practice, and investment in family medicine education. A variety of didactic and hands-on teaching strategies will deepen participants’ knowledge of business and cultural factors that drive health system decisions and prepare them to lead strategic conversations to advance family medicine at their own institutions.

**Submission Proposal Questions**

This session length is (select one): 4 hours (half day) OR 8 hours (full day)

Full day (8 hours)

Please specify maximum number of attendees

30
Impact - How might your session impact other programs or institutions?
Based on STFM’s strategic plan, the Board has approved an initiative to position academic family medicine in health systems so that FM faculty have sufficient time and resources to meet academic requirements, preserve comprehensive practice for family physicians and faculty, improve faculty and learner well-being, and transform teaching sites into clinical and teaching models of excellence. The initiative and this workshop affect a wide spectrum of faculty at residency programs and medical schools across the country. Workshop leaders will train FM faculty and residents to understand the business of medicine in order to work effectively within their health systems. The session will provide an intensive opportunity to enhance knowledge and skills about health systems finance in order to empower faculty to advocate and negotiate for sustainable clinical and teaching models of excellence. Didactic sessions will alter with active, case-based learning with participants developing business-based case for needs at their individual institutions.

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years?
No

If yes, please summarize what have you added or changed since your last presentation.
N/A

Learning Objectives:
First Objective: Demonstrate an understanding of key elements of health system finances and structures that impact decisions about primary care and family medicine.
Second Objective: Discuss the impact of financial and quality data on health system finances.
Third Objective: Advocate within their health systems – using business-based arguments -- for family medicine transformation and/or support.

Session teaching plan - provide detailed description of your teaching strategy for this session including time allocation and plan for audience engagement.
Health System Structure and Finance 101 (4 hours)
Overview of health systems structure and finance focusing on the realities of current financing impact leadership perception and decisions about primary care and family medicine: Decision-making structure; The basics of health systems finance: revenue sources and funding allocation; How health systems thinking impacts academic family medicine; How to create a business case for what you need. Didactics will inform unfolding interactive case studies. Small groups will engage real-life cases that illustrate why leaders may make choices that seem counter-productive from a FM lens. Participants will apply learning to develop strategies to create a business case for family medicine investment.
Developing a Business Case for Change at Home (4 hours)
Small groups will work to define an opportunity for a “win-win” situation at their home institutions (30 minutes). They will develop a business case that meets their need and offers health system ROI, with coaching from Workshop Faculty (2 ½ hours). Teams will deliver a 5 minute “pitch”. Feedback by peers and faculty (from the lens of health system leaders) will provide insights to refine their business cases for FM investment.

Assessment Information:
Following are the SMART objectives for the STFM initiative and how success is being measured. Evaluation of these metrics will not be presented at the session, as this is a how-to session, as opposed to presentation of results of a project.
• Increase in the percentage of family medicine faculty who say their health system doesn’t restrict their scope of practice.
• By December 2023, 300 STFM members will have participated in in-person or online training on the business of medicine.
• 85% of participants who participate in in-person or online training on the business of medicine will be satisfied
• By December 2023, there will be at least 8 published papers/blogposts/editorials/articles that align with the tactics and action items in the plan.
The lead presenters for this abstract vetted the session concept and description with the CFO and Dean listed as co-presenters, as well as with STFM staff. Drafts of the abstract were sent to Association of Departments of Family Medicine staff and to the Association of Family Medicine Administration listserv as part of the speaker recruitment process.

References: Cite key references that support the session content.

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships?
STFM Board of Directors

If your workshop will be sponsored by an outside (non-STFM) group, organization, or other funder, please enter the sponsor information here (including name and contact information).
N/A

Keyword One:
Healthcare Services, Delivery, and Financing

Keyword Two:
Economic or Policy Analysis
Submission Title:
Dealing With Patients Whose Behavior Is Racist: Creating a Training Module for a Family Medicine Residency

Submission Abstract:
We developed a standardized approach for dealing with racist patient interactions based on a 2016 NEJM article. The protocol ensures that the team (1) processes the incident in order to support team members, (2) emphasizes their unified position of intolerance of racist behavior, and (3) plans an intervention. We will discuss patients' racist behaviors that prompted this protocol and encourage participants to share their approaches. We will present our standardized approach; the resources and tools we used; and the vignettes we developed to train faculty, residents, and staff to use the protocol in inpatient and outpatient settings. Evaluation data and efforts to promote institutional policies and accountability will be shared.

Submission Proposal Questions:

Impact - How might your session impact other programs or institutions?
A 2011 study by Crutcher showed that of 377 FM residents surveyed, 35% reported experiencing intimidation, harassment or discrimination by patients based on race, gender or culture during their residency. Racist behavior by patients, patient requests for reassignment or refusal of care based on the physician or care team member’s race or ethnicity are common occurrences. As the NEJM article states, “For many minority health care workers, expressions of patients’ racial preferences are painful and degrading indignities, which cumulatively contribute to moral distress and burnout.” It is critically important for medical centers and residency programs to create safe, supportive and respectful work environments for all members of the care team. Responding to racist patient behavior appropriately is challenging and requires adequate training and preparation for faculty, residents and staff. This workshop, where participants can practice through role play, will help FM programs begin the process of developing a standardized approach to address racist patient interactions in order to support care team members, especially residents, nurses and staff, and prepare teams to challenge patient behaviors and disrupt the tolerance of racism.

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years?
Yes

If yes, please summarize what have you added or changed since your last presentation.
The seminar on this topic in 2019 went extremely well but the room was packed, and many people could not get in. We needed more time for discussion and did not get to fully present our content because there was so much important dialogue on the topic. Most importantly, we only got to present an inpatient scenario. An outpatient scenario is crucial to present because these situations are very common and often not addressed at all. With the workshop format, we will have time to present the outpatient scenario in addition to the inpatient one. We also have more experience to share using our standardized approach and more evaluation data to present. This topic is very relevant for all faculty and residents and we want to reach all those who are interested. We will also report on our efforts to influence policies and accountability at our institution.

Learning Objectives:
First Objective: Discuss the experience of recognizing racist patient behaviors and addressing or not addressing racist behavior with a team approach.
Second Objective: Apply a protocol for dealing with patients’ racist behavior.
Third Objective: Analyze the potential effect of a standardized approach and educational tool in helping care teams respond to racist patient interactions.
Session teaching plan - provide detailed description of your teaching strategy for this session including time allocation and plan for audience engagement.

5 min Introduce presenters, objectives, plan, ground rules - 5 min Story of the incident that prompted this work - 5 min Pair-and-share: Participant experiences - 5 min Team process/Define terminology/Present evidence Review team process necessary to address racism, relevant terminology to create shared language around anti-racism and evidence on the topic - 10 min Describe the process of protocol development and training, share protocol Discuss the process of developing the protocol. Present resources and experiential tools, including vignettes that we developed for training. Encourage participants to share their approaches to racist patient behavior - 15 min Small groups role-play inpatient scenario. Practice using the standardized protocol, debrief in the small group - 10 min Large group – report back - 15 min Small groups role-play outpatient scenario, debrief in the small group - 10 min Large group – report back - 10 min Questions, reflections, conclusions Share how a protocol could be developed in the participants’ departments and serve as a prototype for an institutional policy. Discuss how it could also be a catalyst for a process of documenting incidents at the institutional level and then assessing responses and outcomes of the process.

Assessment Information:

1) We have assessed the effectiveness of this presentation with quantitative and qualitative participant feedback provided at the end of each workshop we have led locally, regionally, and nationally. The evaluations have rated the session as almost universally outstanding. Many have expressed the wish for more time or additional workshops to continue the discussion and work on strategies for these situations. We are working to develop a reporting system within our department to assess use of the protocol by teams and the effectiveness of the workshop for training teams to utilize the protocol. We plan to use an email survey 4-6 months after our workshop at the STFM conference to assess the impact and effectiveness of the workshop beyond our program and whether participants have adapted or adopted use of our protocol in their programs.
2) We will present assessment data and participant feedback from workshops held locally at our program and workshops held at two national and one regional meeting.

References: Cite key references that support the session content.

Pulsevoices.org
Cynthia X. He. The Masked Asian Psychiatrist. July 14, 2020

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships?
NO

Keyword One:
Anti-Racism

Keyword Two:
Health Policy and Advocacy
Submission Title:
Trans Care is Primary Care: Training Residents in Transgender Health

Submission Abstract:
Transgender individuals report extreme discrimination by health care providers, the majority of whom they perceive as having insufficient knowledge. This interactive presentation will be led by faculty who train residents in transgender health in two different settings, and it will emphasize the assessment of local educational and community needs. Resources to advance residency training in providing basic and comprehensive transgender medical care will be explored. Several models of training residents will be presented with an emphasis on utilizing national resources to develop curricula with academic and community partnerships that engage residents, improve access to care, and reduce health disparities for this vulnerable population.

Submission Proposal Questions:

Impact - How might your session impact other programs or institutions?
The 2015 Transgender Survey describes transgender health disparities and discrimination by healthcare providers, whom transgender respondents perceive as having insufficient transgender specific knowledge (1). Unfortunately, training in transgender health care is limited (2,3). Due to stigmatization, insufficient transgender medical education(3,4), limited access to gender affirming care (3-5), and lack of evidence-based transgender care recommendations, substantial opportunity exists for improving care for this vulnerable and marginalized population. Primary care physicians demonstrate willingness(6) and great potential to provide holistic care to transgender individuals but lack experience and training. Using an interactive style that allows session participants to analyze the needs, strengths, and opportunities of their current transgender health curricula, attendees will identify a variety of approaches to improving transgender health education. Emphasis will be on networking, resident engagement, building academic and community partnerships, improving access to care, and reducing health disparities. Session attendees will leave with individual goals for advancing transgender health education at their own institutions.

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years?
No

If yes, please summarize what have you added or changed since your last presentation.
N/A

Learning Objectives:
First Objective: Compare innovative models for training family residents in transgender health care.
Second Objective: Identify resources for curricular development to improve transgender access to care.
Third Objective: Create a preliminary plan to create or improve transgender health training for residents.

Session teaching plan - provide detailed description of your teaching strategy for this session including time allocation and plan for audience engagement.
Introduction (0-10 min)
-Brief intro of participants
-Background on national transgender health disparities
-Role of Family Physicians and opportunities (Resident Led)
Breakout (10-15 min)
-Groups of 2-3 analyze their current transgender health education needs and look at strengths and opportunities using an assessment tool
Comparison of Trans Training Models (15-40 min)
-Presenters compare and contrast various models of residency transgender health training
-1 resident from each program gives a resident perspective
-Discuss the practical usability of local and national resources for development of transgender health curricula
Describe ways in which partnerships with local communities can enhance both access and education (Resident led)

Breakout (40-45 min) - 5 min

Participants set transgender health educational improvement goals and identify resources that allow them to reach goals

Wrap-Up and Discussion/Q&A (45-55 min) - 10 min

Additional materials: Audio/video comments from patients on their experience seeing residents in our practices that will run during set up and after the session; this video would also be available to attendees after the session.

Assessment Information:

1) UK Residents are assessed annually for transgender knowledge and attitudes beginning in 2020
   UK Transtrack residents since 2017: 8 (6 graduates, 2 active)
   Assessment of graduates (Transtrack and non-track) providing transgender care and feedback on the program in progress
   23 residents in the past 5 years at Penn State Hershey Residency, which is an 8-8-8 program, have elected to participate in the LGBTQ elective.
   1 resident at Penn State Hershey has elected to participate in the Marginalized Populations Area of Concentration, which was started in 2021, with a focus on LGBTQ health.
   7 graduates of Penn State Hershey Residency in the past 5 years are known to be providing transgender health care services.

2) Both Dr. Sell and Dr. Fallin-Bennett have presented in similar formats (e.g. participatory analysis and planning through hearing examples and Q&A) at regional and national conferences in the past with positive evaluations and helpful networking.

References: Cite key references that support the session content.


Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships?
NO

Keyword One:
LGBTQ+ Health

Keyword Two:
Graduate Medical Education and Training
Submission Title:
Leaders in Advocacy: Women Faculty at the Forefront

Submission Abstract:
In this session, four women faculty will answer questions about their experiences being seasoned advocates and helping others start advocating. The session will be informative for both those new to and versed in advocacy. You will hear from women working in local, regional, and national types of advocacy. Speakers will discuss how they advocate for a wide variety of sociopolitical issues, such as reproductive justice, maternal employee rights, and leadership opportunities for underrepresented groups. In addition, they will discuss how they started advocating and how they mentor and train medical students and residents in advocacy skills. Join us to explore how you can start being an advocate or teaching others to follow in your path.

Submission Proposal Questions:

Impact - How might your session impact other programs or institutions?
Family physicians have a unique perspective on patients’ health given our holistic and community-oriented approach. Health outcomes are affected by clinical care only 16% of the time whereas socioeconomic factors, health behaviors and physical environment have a stronger impact. Family physicians are crucial in advocating for change in these other areas in order to most effectively improve our patients' health. As family medicine educators, it is imperative that we role model and explicitly teach our residents and students how to be effective advocates. In fact, the new Milestones 2.0 include more specific verbiage about advocacy being part of a residents’ professional responsibility. Currently (and historically), few residency programs and medical schools include formal advocacy training thus many practicing family physicians do not have the knowledge or skills themselves to be able to teach advocacy. By hearing from a variety of presenters from different institutions, participants will learn new approaches that they can bring to their own workplace.

Summary of expertise of panelists including supporting evidence
Jocelyn Young, DO, MSc: Residency faculty in NY; directed Political Advocacy Residency Track; local, state and national advocacy with Medical Society of New York, New York AFP, and AMA; mentors colleagues and trainees in organized medicine
Jennifer Hartmark-Hill, MD: Medical school faculty; President-Elect of Arizona Medical Association; Core curriculum on advocacy; founding co-director for an “Advocacy & Health Policy Leadership” elective; faculty advisor for AMSA Chapter and for grassroots student legislative interest group
Aisha Wagner, MD: faculty at FQHC in LA; Planned Parenthood; advocacy focuses on Reproductive Justice presentations and conversations, creating supportive spaces for people and providers of color, working to combat racism in medical institutions and organizations, and writing and media; medical director of TEACH (a Bay Area organization focused on training residents in early abortion through a Reproductive Justice lens)
Andrea Anderson, MD, FAAFP: Associate Chief of FM at George Washington School of Med; co-directs Health Policy Scholarly Concentration; Chair of the D.C. Board of Medicine; Serves on ABFM BOD and FSMB BOD; 2019 STFM Advocate Award winner; featured by CMS, DHHS, NPR, C-Span, NBCNews, CBN

Learning Objectives:
First Objective: Describe at least three forms of advocacy in family medicine.
Second Objective: Describe methods for teaching advocacy to residents.
Third Objective: Identify one specific advocacy activity that they will pursue.

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years?
No
Session teaching plan - provide detailed description of your teaching strategy for this session including time allocation and plan for audience engagement.

0-5 minutes: Moderator will introduce each panelist and explain the goals of the panel discussion
5-10 minutes: Audience will complete online poll to give panelists a sense of who is in the audience (FM education role; current level of involvement in advocacy; propose 1 question to the panel)
10 - 40 minutes: Moderator will ask the following questions and will allow each panelist to respond (2 mins each panelist)
- How did you get started in advocacy?
- Where have you found mentors to guide your own path in being an advocate?
- Describe your current advocacy activities
- How do you teach advocacy skills to others?
40 - 55 minutes: Moderator will ask 1-2 questions from the audience poll responses
55 - 60 minutes: Evaluation of session

References: Cite key references that support the session content.

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships?
STFM Collaborative: Women in Family Medicine

Keyword One:
Women in Family Medicine

Keyword Two:
Health Policy and Advocacy
Submission Title:
Standardized Interviews to Increase Underrepresented in Medicine Matched Applicants in an Urban Family Medicine Residency

Submission Abstract:
Racial and cultural concordance between patients and providers leads to better health outcomes and patient satisfaction. The Penn Family Medicine Residency Program in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania serves a population comprised of 78% of patients who identify as non-white, non-Hispanic and 66% who identify as underrepresented minorities. In 2018, the University of Pennsylvania Family Medicine Residency Program identified a need to increase the proportion of underrepresented in medicine family medicine residents recruited and admitted to the program. Recognizing the benefits of increased diversity, the Underrepresented in Medicine Recruitment Committee conducted a quality improvement project with the aim of increasing racial and cultural concordance between our patients and their providers. The first intervention consisted of the addition of a health equity question to add quantitative data to each applicant interview. In 2020, the recruitment committee created a holistic review rubric, with standardized application review criteria and scoring by which all residency applicants were assessed. These interventions resulted in a statistically significant increase in the percentage of UIM candidates interviewed and ranked. In the 2021-2022 application cycle, the committee implemented an interview rubric, with standardized questions and a quantitative assessment by which all interviewees were assessed to minimize bias.

Submission Proposal Questions:
How might your session impact other programs or institutions?
The AAMC defines Underrepresented in Medicine (UIM) to include “those racial and ethnic populations that are underrepresented in the medical profession relative to their numbers in the general population.” These include individuals who identify as African American/Black, Hispanic, American Indian and Pacific Islander. The representation of UIM in the physician workforce does not reflect population trends with only 8% of U.S. physicians identifying as UIM in 2013. Recognizing that there are many factors influencing the percentage of UIM, including but not limited to, the relative representation of UIM in medical school matriculation compared to the general population, and their subsequent graduation and specialty choice, many medical schools and residencies have examined their admission and interview criteria to minimize bias in selecting candidates. At the Penn Family Medicine Residency, we used a Quality Improvement framework to guide changes to the residency recruitment program to increase the percentage of matched UIM candidates, which other programs can use as a foundation to adapt these approaches to their own programs.

Have you presented similar content at an STFM Annual Conference within the past 3 years?
Yes

If yes, please summarize what have you added or changed since your last presentation.
Prior content that was presented focused on the Health Equity Interview Question and the Holistic Review. This current presentation focuses on the next phase of the root cause analysis intervention of Standardized Interview Questions and Rubric applied to the 2021-2022 application. The new Standardized Interview Process focuses on minimizing the significant bias that occurs during interviews, including virtual interviews.

Learning Objectives:
First Objective: Apply the A3 Quality Improvement framework to a graduate medical education recruitment challenge.

Second Objective: Evaluate the standardized interview process created by the UIM Recruitment Committee.

Third Objective: Create and implement new strategies within participants’ programs for UIM recruitment.
Session teaching plan - provide detailed description of your teaching strategy for this session including time allocation and plan for audience engagement.

2 min: Introductions
1 min (cumulative time 3): Outline and Objectives
2 min (cumulative time 5): Background
10 min (cumulative time 15): New Intervention: Standardized Interview Process
5 min (cumulative time 20): Results and Conclusions
10 min (cumulative time 30): Discussion and Questions
Total: 30 min

Assessment Information:
There was a statistically significant increase in the percentage of UIM interviewed, percentage of UIM ranked, and percentage of UIM matched in the program from 2016-2021, p<0.05. During the 2020-2021 application cycle, 67% of the intern class who matched to the program were UIM residents. Aside from the results of the Match, there were additional benefits that were observed through the changes made to the recruitment and evaluation process. It allowed for an increase in transparency on how applicants were selected, which ultimately improves the selection process for all applicants. This project also created a forum to have discussions around race and health equity within the residency. Based on these efforts, in 2021, our Department of Family Medicine and Community Health was awarded the Champion in Inclusion, Diversity, and Equity Award of Excellence at University of Pennsylvania. Ultimately, we aspire to maintain a diverse group of trainees and faculty to meet the needs of our patients, and hope to share this with other programs to improve their application process.

References: Cite key references that support the session content.
Swedish Family Medicine Residency Cherry Hill and Boston Medical Center (2018, May). Residency Diversity 2.0. Lecture presented at the annual meeting of Society of Teachers of Family Medicine, Washington, DC.

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships?

NO

Keyword One:
Anti-Racism

Keyword Two:
Graduate Medical Education and Training
Submission Title:
"Precepting Takes Too Long"—A QI Project on Efficiency & Quality of Residency Precepting

Submission Abstract:
Residents identified the top three problems with outpatient precepting as (1) "precepting takes too long," (2) "lack of good learning environment," and (3) "preceptor not available when needed." Based upon suspected key drivers, office precepting was subjected to four month-long, experimental innovations: (1) batched-case precepting, (2) extra preceptor, (3) 1-Minute Preceptor faculty development for the preceptors, and (4) a focusing tool for the residents. Custom kiosk-based software measured the primary outcomes of precepting wait time, talk time, and total time. Surveys assessed the secondary outcomes of quality and satisfaction.

We evaluated 5393 precepted patient care events over 5 months. Batched-case precepting reduced talk time and total time from 5:02 (min:sec) and 6:20 to 4:14 and 5:18 respectively (P = .004). The resident focusing tool also improved talk time and total time to 4:19 and 5:37 (P = .01). Extra preceptor and 1-Minute Preceptor interventions were ineffective. Time spent waiting for an available preceptor, an average of 33 seconds, never improved. Qualitative feedback was favorable for batched-case precepting, 1-Minute Preceptor, and the resident focusing tool. Post-project survey reflected improvement in resident satisfaction with precepting.

Resident satisfaction with speed and quality of office-care precepting can be measured and improved. We found innovations that work in our setting, and this project can serve as a model for others addressing similar concerns.

Submission Proposal Questions:

Impact - How might your session impact other programs or institutions?
Education and supervision of resident outpatient care occurs in every residency. Residents and their faculty want each patient care episode to be educational. Yet they also want each precepting encounter to be brief enough not to slow down busy residents from their busy schedules of waiting patients. Many struggle with how to make precepting encounters efficient yet effective.

This session will show other residency educators that the duration and quality of precepting can be measured, evaluated, and innovated with conventional QI techniques. It will also share our particular experiments and findings, which may be applicable elsewhere.

Learning Objectives:
First Objective: Analyze the components of the overall time it takes for residents to precept their cases.
Second Objective: Recognize the technical challenges to measuring the duration of precepting and consider the feasibility of our solution in their setting.
Third Objective: Know which of our experimental interventions were effective and consider which might work in their setting.

Describe the outcome of your implementation or innovation (metrics, goals, evaluation methods).

Two innovations (batched case precepting, resident focusing tool) shortened precepting talk time and total time in statistically significant fashion. No intervention reduced precepting waiting time. Batched case precepting and the resident focus tool were most positively received in qualitative and quantitative feedback, 1-Minute Preceptor faculty development was more mildly positive, while use of an extra preceptor happened rarely and produced no quantitative or qualitative overall impact. The project as a whole improved the three largest issues of resident frustration, and produced a great deal of satisfaction that resident complaints were heard and prompted action. Based upon favorable results and feedback, our residency program adopted the innovations of batched case precepting and the resident focusing tool permanently.

References: Include references that support the session content.

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships?
NO

Keyword One:
Graduate Medical Education and Training

Keyword Two:
Teaching Skills
Submission Title: Harmonizing Male and Female Human Papillomavirus Vaccination Rates in a Family Medicine Residency Practice QI Project

Submission Abstract: In the 2020 centenary year for women’s right to vote, our family health center pursued optimal and equal human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccinations. We aimed to harmonize HPV vaccinations between 11- to 26-year-old males and females. We compared intervention-2020 to baseline-2019 HPV vaccination data. Our interventions were (1) patient-focused (leap-year HPV coloring contests, seasonal HPV posters, immediate sensory incentives [hitting a 22-inch gong], monthly $50 gift card lotteries) and (2) provider-led (presumptive recommendation, pharmacist outreach for any dose, physician vaccination review following emergency room visits). For 2020, 663 patients 11- to 26-years-old (69.1% female, 67.9% African American) had at least one face-to-face visit. Comparing 2020-intervention to 2019-baseline data showed a stable female (F) initiation rate at 78.8% compared to 78.9% and an improved male (M) initiation rate at 81.0% compared to 70.8% (P = 0.01). Completion rates improved for both genders (F 68.6% vs 65.2%, M 64.9% vs 58.0%). Our 2020 age 13- to 17-year-old-male data compared favorably to 2020 NIS-Teen national data (initiation 91.8% vs 73.1%; completion 85.2% vs 56.0%). For ages 11 through 26, female and male initiation (2.2 percentage points [PP] difference) and completed HPV vaccinations (3.7% PP difference) showed near parity. Harmonized ACIP recommendations and multiple strategies, including a patient vaccination coloring contest, improved overall completions and decreased the HPV vaccination gap.

Submission Proposal Questions:

Impact - How might your session impact other programs or institutions? It is now recognized that the HPV cancer-reducing vaccination is important for protection against male predominant oropharyngeal cancer as well as cervical cancer. HPV vaccination rates have been suboptimal in the United States ever since the introduction of HPV vaccinations for females in 2006 and for males in 2011. Male HPV vaccination rates have always lagged behind. Updated Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices recommendations in 2019, with equal approval for HPV vaccinations for males and females ages 9-26 years, provided an opportunity to close the gap for male patients. Additionally, NIS-Teen HPV vaccination rates for early catch-up ages 13-17 year-olds are reported annually but published reporting is low for the full age range. We are presenting a multi-strategy quality improvement project that reports HPV vaccination initiation and completion (2- or 3-dose) for ages 11-26, males and females. Our patient-focused strategies, in particular, may be of interest to programs or public health departments that want to improve HPV vaccinations for all eligible males and females and to report on the full age spectrum.

Learning Objectives: First Objective: Apply HPV vaccination strategies to both eligible males and females ages 11 through 26 years old. Second Objective: Apply HPV vaccination strategies to close the male-female HPV vaccination gap. Third Objective: Recruit patient interest in HPV vaccinations with patient-focused activities with immediate and intermediate rewards.

Describe the outcome of your implementation or innovation (metrics, goals, evaluation methods). Note: ‘N/A’ is not an acceptable response. Our goal was to take advantage of newly harmonized recommendations from the ACIP and to give HPV vaccinations to both males and females ages 9-26 years. We measured cumulative HPV vaccination initiation and completion for all patients ages 11-26 years (and age subsets 11-12, 13-17, and 18-26 years) with at least one health center in-person visit during calendar year 2020 and compared these rates to the baseline 2019 year. We offered a coloring contest with rewards to these same age subsets, both male and female. We do not have comparable and recently published national data for comparison to our results for this fuller HPV vaccination-eligible age range. However, 2015-2016 NHANES estimates for >1 dose of HPV
vaccine of 53.9% for females and 21.3% for males 19-26 years-old suggest that HPV vaccination rates in the late catch-up ages are low. Our 2020 18-26 year-old HPV vaccination initiation rates were overall 76.2% (female 76.8%, male 74.4%) and for 11-26 year-olds overall 79.5% (female 78.8%, male 81.0%). Of note, though 2020 was a majority pandemic year, we continued outreach to eligible patients for HPV vaccination initiation and completion.

References: Cite key references that support the session content.

Is this proposal an official submission on behalf of one of the following groups: STFM Board, STFM Collaboratives, STFM Special Project Teams, STFM Committees, and STFM Fellowships?
NO

Keyword One:
Preventive Medicine

Keyword Two:
Patient Engagement
DEVELOPING PROJECT POSTER

Submission Title:
Faculty Perceptions of a Streamlined, Clinical-Competency Committee Process

Submission Abstract:
Clinical competency committee (CCC) meetings are the cornerstone of resident assessment. We found our meetings were overly time consuming, subjective, and limited by lack of assessment data. Some faculty members perceived their role to be that of the objective assessor, while others felt they should serve as advocates.
We restructured our CCC process to better delineate mentoring and advising roles, streamline meetings, and create a shared mental model about faculty responsibilities and the decision-making process. We conducted structured interviews with all faculty members after 1 year of experience with these changes and used field notes to identify themes.
Faculty appreciated the efficiency of the new process, with meeting times decreased by half. Delineation of the mentor and advisor roles was viewed positively by faculty, and resident assessment was perceived as more objective. However, some areas remained challenging to assess. Some faculty members remained unclear regarding their expectations in the mentor role.
CCC changes were generally well received by faculty. Future directions in our institution include improving data capture on performance for certain milestones, assessing resident perceptions of both their performance assessment and mentoring relationships, and ensuring clear communication of expectations and roles. We would also be interested in replicating similar process adaptations at other institutions to see if benefits persist.

Submission Proposal Questions:

Impact - How might your session impact other programs or institutions?
Other institutions may also struggle with efficiency in their CCC process, and there is sparse evidence to guide improvement in this area.(1) Faculty in other institutions may face similar barriers to those noted within our program for CCC assessments: a lack of quality data to inform competency decisions(2) bias in decision making(3) or lack of shared mental models regarding the goals of the CCC(4,5).
Particularly in smaller community programs such as ours, mentoring and advising roles are often intertwined with performance assessments occurring within the CCC. Advising and mentoring functions are related but distinct, and other programs may also find value in more specifically delineating these roles to clarify both resident and faculty expectations in these relationships(6). Separating these roles may also allow focused faculty development in each.
Finally, while this is not yet studied in this developing project, our hope is that clear expectations surrounding faculty-resident advising versus mentoring relationships will improve the quality of both. We also hope that transparent CCC data collection and resident assessment can help identify and decrease bias in learner assessment(3-5,7).

Learning Objectives:
First Objective: Discuss barriers to efficient and equitable CCC assessments.
Second Objective: Distinguish faculty members' roles in advising versus mentoring, and how each role may relate to CCC assessments.
Third Objective: Describe a process to support efficient and structured resident assessment within the CCC.

Provide expected results if available:
Pre-implementation, CCC meetings took 40 hours to review 36 residents. On average, 12 faculty worked to make milestone determinations and complete necessary documentation for each resident's biannual comprehensive assessment. With the new process, meetings take 20 hours or less, with 6 faculty responsible for the determinations. Post-implementation, the majority of faculty spent the same amount of time outside CCC meetings for mentoring tasks, but less for advising tasks, suggesting more time for mentorship. Assistant program directors took on more advising tasks, given their higher share of protected administrative time in that role.
Faculty perceived process changes, to be discussed in detail within the session, positively. Specific benefits they saw included more objective resident assessment, better quality of mentoring relationships, and improved transparency in decision-making, particularly concerning remediation decisions. Concerns about the new process centered on confusion about roles and expectations within the new system during the initial rollout. We plan to assess resident perceptions of the fairness and quality of their CCC evaluations and the quality of their mentoring relationships as the project progresses.

References: Cite key references that support the session content.
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**Submission Title:**
Teaching “How to Teach”: Establishing and Enhancing a Longitudinal Resident as Teacher Program for Residents and Faculty

**Submission Abstract:**
Although the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) requires training that enhances resident and faculty teaching skills, many programs struggle to effectively teach teaching skills (outside of faculty development opportunities available at professional conferences). This session will discuss the implementation of an optional, yet successful longitudinal resident as teacher program, which meets once monthly. The session will discuss topics included in the curriculum (22 topics), tips that have led to rapid expansion of the program (even during the COVID-19 pandemic), and how we have gotten a large variety of faculty from the College of Medicine, who are passionate about teaching, to enthusiastically volunteer to teach in the program. In this session, 5 years of experience will be shared so that you can implement a similar program or further expand a current program at your institution. Survey data has demonstrated high levels of satisfaction with these teaching sessions—the average score is 4.5/5—and the program has expanded by a magnitude of 10 over the past 5 years. Since the program was successful in teaching residents and fellows “how to teach,” it was requested that it be offered to faculty as well.

**Submission Proposal Questions:**

**Impact - How might your session impact other programs or institutions?**
During the STFM Annual Conference in 2021, I presented about how to effectively implement a required Resident as Teacher Workshop (half-day workshop). In follow-up correspondence with participants, I discussed our optional monthly Longitudinal Resident as Teacher Program and it was expressed that this was a needed topic of interest. Thus, this session is designed to help other programs implement a Longitudinal Resident as Teacher Program at their own institutions. It will include pros/cons and potential pitfalls of various approaches and share resources to allow attendees to implement these approaches at their own programs/institutions, whether in entirety or pertinent portions. I heavily debated about whether to submit this in a Roundtable Discussion format vs. as a Lecture-Discussion and feel it can be equally well done in either format (I am open to both formats).

**Learning Objectives:**
First Objective: Implement (or enhance) a longitudinal resident as teacher program at their institution.  
Second Objective: Discuss five attributes of a longitudinal resident as teacher program that increase optional participation by residents/fellows after hours.  
Third Objective: Discuss two attributes of a longitudinal resident as teacher program that increase faculty’s enthusiasm to teach in the program.

**Please describe project results completed or in process at the time of submission (if none are available, indicate N/A):**
1) Survey data demonstrates the effectiveness of the Longitudinal Resident as Teacher Program sessions – overall rated at 4.5/5 on a Likert scale of 5.
2) In addition, this optional, after-hours program has expanded by a magnitude of ten (within five years).

**References:** Cite key references that support the session content.
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